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o Ceconite 101 is a 3.7 ounce per square

yardfabic designed for use in the most

extreme service conditions.It is the most

puncture resistant of all our styles and is

designed for agricultur al arr:craft, warbirds,
or airplanes that operate in the boonies off
unimproved strips. Meets TSO C-15d.

. Ceconite 102is a2.7 oz. fabric that is
designed for use on most aircraft. It is a

good replacement for Grade Acotton and
is suited for all fabric covered aircraft not
operating in extreme conditions. Meets

TSO C-15d.

o Ceconite Light ts a1.7 oz.fabtic designed

for ultralights, gliders, and certified light
aircraft with a wing loading of less than 9

pounds per square foot. It can usually be

used on light planes with engines less

than 85 hp. Do not use on aircraft with
high wing loadings or big engines. Meets

TSO C-14b.

Ceconite Finisfringi Tapes

Any of the three Ceconite finishing tapes

may be used on any of the three Ceconite
fabric styles. Mixing and matching is fine.

Ceconite L02 Finishing Thpe ts a2.7 oz.

tape recommended for use on Ceconite
101 or l}2fabric. Available in pinked or
straight edges.

. Ceconite Light Finishing Thpe is a1.7 oz.

tape that can be used on any of the three

Ceconite fabric styles. It is flexible and
easily molds around rib laces and curves.

Available in pinked edges onlY.

. Ceconite Bias Thpe is a light-weight tape

that is designed for use on curved surfaces

like wing tip bows. \A/hen ptrlled around
curves, it close$ matches the weave of both
Ceconite 102 and Ceconite Light tapes'
Available inpinked edges onlY.

NOTE: Cotton tapes are no longer permit-
ted with the Ceconite STC. Cotton tapes

never last as long as Ceconite. Experience
has shown that cotton tapes start rotting
and delaminating longbefore the Ceconite
gets old.

Ceconite rtl,arkinEls

Ceconite Fabric is stamped with the follow-
ing inscription:

FAA PMA APPROVED
FOR USE SEE CECONITE
ELIGIBILITY LIST

This stamp appears about every foot, about
two feet in from one edge of the fabric. Fab-

ric without this stamp is not Ceconite and is
not legal for use with our STC.

Ceconite Finishing Thpes, Reinforcing
Thpes, Threads and Cords will have a stick-
er attached that says: " Ceconite STC PMA."
Products without this sticker are not legal

for use with our STC.

Fabric Cernent

The following nitrocellulose fabric cements

are used with Ceconite that will be used
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